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EDITOR'S
NOTE

This issue gives us several chances to
look at the recorder and the ARS

from our heritage to our horizons.
Surely that scope describes the impact

ofJohn Turner on recorder music today-
with over 500 commissioned recorder works,
as pointed out by Carson Cooman in his
interview with Turner (page 13, with
Turner's Discography following). Turner's
birthday also gives us the opportunity to

read a cross-section of Reviews of recent
music where Turner's influence can be felt
(page 26) and some of his CDs (page 10).

Also looking to our horizons, Tim
Broege writes about another recorder
that is designed to take its place alongside
modern concert instruments: Adriana
Breukink's Eagle (page 38; notice that
its head's color mimics that of its namesal<e).

The big event that embraces both our
heritage and horizons is the 2014 ARS is 7S!
celebration. The 2014 music for Recorder
Day! and Play-the-Recorder Month (page
22) looks back to earlier days -a work by
our flrst President and a signer of the ARS's
official incorporation papers, LaNoue
Davenport. This issue's cover incorporates a
photo from the late 1940s of Erich Katz-
composer, conductor, musicologist and our
Honorary President, whose guidance looked
to early horizons of the ARS.

Gail Nickless
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EDUCATION

Basic Recorder Care
Text and photos by
Gustavo de Francisco, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Ihaveheard recurring questions
among recorder players about how

to care for the instrument, how to clean
it, when to oil it and which oil should
be used, what to do when the recorder
clogs, and many others. This article is
the first of a series dealing with various
subjects, to clari.£}rsome of these ques-
tions.

First, I shall distinguish among
the recorders themselves, because the
care differs for plastic and for wooden
ones. All care applied to plastic instru-
ments also applies to wood instru-
ments, unless stated otherwise.

AUIQS®
(800) 424-4724
www.rhythmband.com
schoolsales@rhythmband.com RHYTHM BAND INSTRUMENTS

Aulos - the unparalleled
leader in high-quality
ABS recorders.

www.aulosusa.com ymphony Seryes Recorders pictured
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Plastic or resin recorders
All wind instruments tend to condense water inside when
played. This is due to the temperature difference between the
air being blown and the air outside the instrument, as well as
the temperature of the instrument itself. It is the same phe-
nomenon that happens on the outsidc of a cold glass bottle,
on the bathroom wall when one takes a hot bath, or on a
window when it fogs up after blowing on it. In these three
examples, the hot air, in contact with a colder surface, causes
the moisture to condense and to form water droplets.
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The environment inside the instrument-high humid-
ity, low light and warm air temperature-is ripe for bacteria,
germs and fungus to proliferate, ifwe do not take proper carc
of the instnunent by cleaning it. These are basic precautions
we must take:

Brush your teeth before you start to play.Although spit-
tle is not the main cause of water accumulation in the
instrument, we cannot say that no spit will collect inside
the instrument when it is played. The largest number of
microorganisms in the human body lives in the mouth.
Even a tiny piece of food, if trapped inside your recorder,
directly compromises the sQund quality, and can carry
disease.
Wash your hands before playing.
Cut your nails, especially that of the left thumb,
which is used to close the hole on the back of the
recorder. If that nail is not well-trimmed, it is
impossible to produce clear high notes,
Do not wear lipstick. In addition to dirtying the
recorder, in such a way that makes it impossible to
remove after a while, lipstick accumulated in the
mouthpiece becomes a deposit of microorganisms,
made worse by the lipstick's viscosity.
Keep your recorder dry and clean.
Mter you finish playing, always dry tl1e recorder inside

and out before storing. Drying can be done with a thin,
absorbent cloth, or even by leaving the recorder in a vertical

position in open air for 30 or 40 minutes. Storing the
recorder while it is humid or wet prevents it from drying
out, and will cause bacteria and fungus to accumulate
inside the instrument.

\Vash the recorder with water and detergent regularly
(read below about doing this with a wooden recorder).
It is important to wash the recorder inside and out, but
special care is needed when washing the mouthpiece, the
window (or labium) and the air channel. These areas
should be clean-but they are the most sensitive parts of
the instrument and, therefore, must be very carefully
cleaned without abrasion or pressure .

If the recordcr begins to smell, wash as described
above-but, ideally, it needs to be washed before you notice
a smell. If the smell continues, even after washing, apply a
few drops of an antiseptic mouthwash (containing a chloride
compound) or sodium hypochlorite (the main ingredient in
laundry bleach) into the channel before washing, leaving'the
drops there for 5-10 minutes.

Then wash with soap and water. These products should
only be used in e:>..1:rcmesituations; usually washing with
water and detergent is enough. Mter washing, dry the
recorder completely before storing.

Protect the window (also called labium) from careless
hands, falls or bumps. This is the most sensitive external
part of the recorder. Any damage in this region will
certainly affect sound quality.
Ifyour recorder clogs with condensation, first try blow-

ing strongly through the window. This causes the accumu-
lated water in the channel to be expelled out of the instru-
ment rather than into the instrument. Moreover, using this
method avoids the possibility of putting a finger in the win-
dow, which would damage the area (as explained above).
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Music that moves the body ....
Taught in a way that moves the soul.
Orff Schulwerk does much more than teach to the Nalional Standards for Arts
Education. It introduces children LO music in a way that engages more lhan jusltheir

ears. Students learn to experience music with mind, body
and soul, releasing its power to enhance lives. Orff
Schulwerk instructs in [he use of singing, instruments,
movement and improvisation to make music come alive.

Join a professional organization lhm teaches music as a
moving experience. After all. isn't that me way you really
feel about it?

440-543-5366
call for more information

PO Box 391089
Cleveland, OH 44139-8089

hllpll:www.aosa.org; e-mail: Hclqus@aosa.org

American Orff-Schulwerk Association

Always use white Vaseline or the
grease that came with the recorder
to lubricate the joints. This practice
decreases friction, increasing the life of
the instrument, and also helps to seal
the joints when they are no longer new.

When the recorder is old and the
joints become loose, you can wrap cot-
ton thread (or for plastic recorders, a
strand of hair) around the joint to keep
it tight until you can have the recorder
repaired (seephotos, previous page).

Warm up the instrument before
playing. Keep the recorder's headjoint
in your pocket, or slowly blow hot air
in the window for few minutes before

If the recorder is the same
temperature as your body,
water does not accumulate
by condensation.

playing, or even hold the recorder in
your warm hand, especially at the top
near the channel and the window. This
is very useful, on cold days, and will
help you stay in tune while playing the
recorder-and it also prevents water
accumulation inside the instrument. If
the recorder is the same temperature as
your body, water does not accumulate
by condensation.

Wooden recorders
Wood is a living, breathing material.
Besides all the care used for plastic
instruments, wooden recorders require
some extra attention-but the superior
sound quality compensates for the nec-
essary precautions. The care for
wooden recorders differs from that
outlined above for plastic recorders:

Since wood is a porous material,
all precautions regarding cleaning
must be observed strictly because
dirt, bacteria and fungi can pene-
trate the wood. To prevent this, we
must oil wooden instmments, but
I will not discuss how to do that in
this article; oiling a recorder is the
topic of another article in this

. .-
senes.
It is not advisable to wash a
wooden recorder in the same
way that you would wash a plastic
recorder. This makes it even more
important to take special care as
described above, preventing the
instrument from accumulating
dirt of all kinds, and also prevent-
ing excessive moisture from
damaging the wood. Cleaning
a wooden recorder will be
covered later in this series.

TIP:
Tokeep your recorderfrom becoming clogged,
use an anti-condensing agent. Rather than
buying a commercial product, make one
yourself: 1part liquid detergent to
10parts water. Put the solution into a bottle
with a dropper. Before playing, turn the
recorder upside down (with the mouthpiece
at the bottom), closing the channel with
your finger. Put afew anti-condensing drops
through the window in the channel, then open
the mouthpiece and the window to allow the
excess toflow out.

Usingan anti-condenser will help avoid droplets beingformed by the condensed water in
the channel. Instead, the water forms a thin layer of liquid, which does not interfere with sound.
This method can be used in both plastic and wooden recorders.
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Extra care for wooden recorders:
A new wooden recorder has to be "played in."In order to sta-
bilize the wood with breath, temperature and humidity, it is
necessary to "play in" a new recorder every day, not exceeding
20 minutes per day. Some makers even recommend that you
play for five minutes per day in the first week, 10 the second,
15 the third, and so on until you reach an hour per day.Then
you can use the new recorder to its full capacity.

The same care is needed to "play in" a recorder that is
very old, after a long period in which it has not been played.

The wood of a recorder tends to change when the
instrument has not been used for a while or is new, causing
changes in the sound. Makers know this, and often make
the channel a little bigger than it should be, with the block
slightly lower than the ideal point. When "playing in" a
recorder, the block rises and swells, thus reachi.ng the
required point. Sometimes the block goes higher than
expected; in this case, it is necessary to make a small adjust-
ment, which can be made by the manufacturer or the maker.

Protect your recorder from sudden temperature varia-
tions, or extreme temperatures (below 50 and above 95
degrees ·Fahrenheit). Temperature variation causes the wood
to change its dimensions, which can cause cracking on the
recorder body. Depending on where these cracks appear, they
can make the instrument unusable. In addition, very high
temperatures (such as those inside a vehicle left in the sun)
can melt the paraffin used in the treatment of the wood, in
the case of factory recorders.

Each handmade recorder should be sent back to i.ts
maker after one year of use. The wood warps and changes its
dimensions with time, in response to the effects described
above. Even if these changes are imperceptible, they affect
the sound of the instrument. The maker will do the neces-
sary adjustments -to the recorder to restore its best sound.

When traveling by air, it is better to carry instruments
disassembled in your hand luggage inside the cabin. If you
have to ship an instrument, store it in sealed plastic bags
(like Ziplocs) inside an impact- and temperature-resistant
case. I know more than one situation where a friend of mine,
traveling with recorders in checked luggage, has reached the
destination to find that the recorder was cracked-yet there
was no evidence of the luggage being dropped or hit.

Recorders should always travel disassembled. It is very
common for the expansion or contraction of the wood due
to change in temperature or pressure to crack the instru-
ment's tenons.

Thinking about tenons: they must be tight, but easy to

handle-that is, easy to assemble and disassemble, but with-
out gaps and without any risk that they may come apart
while playing. If the socket is too hard to assemble, use cork
grease or Vaseline. If it is too loose, wrap cotton thread over

the existing cork. Always take care that the tenons are not
too tight, as this may cause cracking. When the thread is in
place, use beeswax or paraffin to make it waterproof, because
the thread swells when wet-which can also crack the ten-
ons. Grip the tenon with your hand, and your body heat will
melt the wax into the thread.

On a recorder with keys, special attention must be paid
to them so they are not forced in any way.We must also take
care not to put anything oily on key pads, as there is a risk
that they can stick to the instrument.

Gustavo de FranciscoJounded the Quinta r-ssentia Recorder
Quartet in 2006. Based in Brazil, the group haspe1formed tOUTS
in Europe (2009, 2010), China (2010) and Namibia (2012);
Teleasedtwo albums, La Marca (2008) and Falando Brasileiro
(2013), and organized three of the seven editions of the
ENFLAJ11A National RecordeT Meeting Francisco studied
with Ricardo Kanji, Paul Leenhouts, Pierre Hamon, Pierre
Boragno, Gwenae! Bihan, Christoph EhTSam and Rachel Brown;
in 2012 he began his teacher training in the Suzuki Recorder
methodology, attending training coursesfor teachers in Brazil and
Peru. An engineeT and aphotographer, as a member and guest he
contributes to the work ofseveral chamber music groups: Ram
Tempero, Mosaico Harmlmico andAudi Coelum in Sao Paulo,
and Oficina Barroca in Campinas. He is currently studying the
recorder'sacousticproperties.

Quinta Essentia's members are (I to r above): Fernanda de'
Castro, Felipe Armijo, Gustavo de Francisco and Renata Pereira.
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